(Well, is this another name for those bundles?)
Yeah this is another name. But "Grandmotners" is what we call them.
(But you can call them— I see.)

;

Ten Grandmothers. But these two here, these dt«kita]|i—this dzaidetali—these
twins—one of them is in one bag and the other one's ;in (another).
(I see. And you have one of them here?)
Got four of them. (James has four of the Grandmothers.)
(Well, I mean one of the boys-?).
No.

There's one at Carnegie ^nd one at Hobart,

I

(1 see.)

i
Twins,. That's well, it's likej story of Chrisjb--Jesus. Somebody said he had
a brother—Lucifer, they call 'him. Is that right?

They had a big war up there.

Try to go over his daddy you know, or trying t o —
(Lucifer, well, yeah. Some say he was an angel.)
4
!
And then some say he was- son of—Jesus'—j4sus' brother, they sa±d.

I don't

"know.,_ And he was trying to rule the world or something and take over. And
then he got biggest part of, the angels and they had a big war up there, or
something. .'(Well listen, let me ask you this-, how do you feel-about /talking about the
• Grandmothers.

Is there any-TI mean you don't seem to mind talking to me about

i t — I just wonder fi there is any rule against telling people about it.
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* •_ No*

4

'

.

A

There used to be, but we took all that away in 195Q or somewhere along in

^ there. At Mountain View. Kiey took all that stuff away.
.afraid.to talk about"it.

They used to be

These outsiders—nobody can't—white people like

you can't go in there. But then they took all that-away.

Cause.we got a lot

of half\breeds now in our families, and we can't stop them— If they want to

